With his presentation of John Farris' popular novel "The Fury," opening March 15 at the Regency Theatre, Producer Frank Yablans brings to the screen a bold and challenging entertainment, startling as tomorrow's headlines.

Kirk Douglas, John Cassavetes Carrie Snodgrass, and Amy Irving star in "THE FURY," directed by Brian De Palma. It is a dramatic film as riveting as recent newspaper stories about the detention of an American journalist in Moscow because of a series of articles he is doing on parapsychology and mind control.

Kirk Douglas

Even while the Frank Yablans presentation was being shot on location in Chicago, a Los Angeles Times correspondent Robert Toth, was being detained by the Russian secret police in Moscow, allegedly for attempting to leave that country with state secrets about its research into parapsychology.

"THE FURY" focuses on a man who is trying to rescue his teenage son, possessed of psychic powers, from a super-secret U.S. government agency which is using him. Because he himself once worked for that agency, the man, played by Kirk Douglas, has a considerable knowledge of its inner workings, which makes it all the more urgent for him to be silenced.

As the facts of the CIA's involvement in mind control experiments continue to be revealed through newspaper exposes and Congressional investigations, "THE FURY," is the first to deal with the timely issue of parapsychology in the form of a popular entertainment. A meeting with a young psychic girl who is also being manipulated by the agency, helps precipitate the final confrontation between pursued and pursuers.

What is it about a performer that draws the gay fans to worship at his or her shrine? What is it about those chosen ones that makes gays keep their memories alive, often long after they retire or die? It is that spark! That electric something, that touch of class or trash that makes them unique.

Why is Judy Garland still revered though dead these many years? She was something special...even when she was down and out, gays still supported her, perhaps not her the person, but, the Judy of the Legend. Much of her life had been hell and gays understood that; but mainly, Judy gave...gave until there was nothing more to give, and then turned around and gave some more...she gave love and from the gays, she got it back, although she was reported to be a little contemptuous' of gays, she knew that she could count on them to return the love she gave to all the audiences and she also had to know that that was vital, to her and to them.

Others know that is true for them too. Gays rally around such epochs of glamour and individuality as Marlene Dietrich; her glittery gowns, fabulous furs, foggy voice and panash...to say nothing of her fabled legs.

Marlene Dietrich, the 'little Jewish girl' with the voice, the snap, the bark and the bite the glamour and the style of a comet...putting excitement and brilliance into all those who see her, Bette Davis has legions of gays who know miles of dialogue from most of her movies, mainly, "All About Eve".

Barbra Streisand, the 'little Jewish girl' with the voice, the snap, the bark and the bite the glamour and the style of a comet...putting excitement and brilliance into all those who see her, Bette Davis has legions of gays who know miles of dialogue from most of her movies, mainly, "All About Eve".

1808 CLUB
FREE PASS
This Pass Good For (1) Complimentary Visit: No Charge Expires March 29th, 1978
1808 Glory Hole Club
1808 Market St. Hrs. Daily 2PM-6AM
863-4488

Valid Between 2 pm & 10 pm Only

Cont. on Pg. 22
SHOW-TIME

DENISE PERRIER

(press release) Starting March 25th, song stylist Denise Perrier brings her velvety voice to the Monday evening cabaret scene at Chez Jacques, the popular San Francisco talent showcase at California and Hyde Streets.

Accompanied by Michael Slaughter on piano, Miss Perrier's three-show-a-night repertoire includes the contemporary songs of Brel, Brelain, Paul Williams, Sondheim, and morsels of the lesser-known works of Cole Porter and Rogers and Hart.

A new and more powerful scent from the world's largest manufacturer of Liquid Incense.

Contains 40 fluid ounces. Look for the larger bottle. Available at better retail stores in California. Dealer inquiries invited. Call collect - (415) 621-4900.

Beautiful Cars for Beautiful People from "Beautiful" Bob's

Look at these beauties . . .

61 BUCK -$895
71 JAVELIN-$1595
72 FORD LTD-$1195
64 FAIRLANE-$295
66 VW $695
73 DATSUN-$1395

1841 Market Street - San Francisco - 415/861-3460
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If you have not been to the ROXIE check out their program. They continue to offer varied and stimulating films at the lowest of prices.

FOUR WOMEN PLAYWRIGHTS

By Dan Turner

The One Act Theatre Company of San Francisco is presenting four short plays written by women. These are not militant sermons on liberation, but they do reveal women under stress, women coping, women happy, sad, challenging, put upon, aggressive, caring. It is an entertaining evening, and brought whoops and huzzaes from the audience for at least two of the four plays.

I LOST A PAIR OF GLOVES

YESTERDAY By Myra Lamb

is a monologue at a café. The woman confesses to us her directly established relationship with life. Her despair is focused on small things like gloves and undoes and p_SA28 A448 she is trying to write but can't seem to get her feelings down on paper which is scrunched along with her cigarettes on the table. The actress, Linda Powell, plays her with nerves on edge, a little too rushed. She wants to make her into a character when in fact Cont. on pg. 21
JUMPING AROUND TOWN

WITH

MIKE SCHNITZ

After much hoop-de-doo...super jam Ethel Merman's concert had to be cancelled due to poor ticket sales. It is hoped that the upcoming Betty Davis concert comes off better. The agency doing the promotion for both concerts is Matthews, Harvey and Cummings and they are really spreading the word. It is reported that Loun would not come to town in advance and promote the concert and public interest lagged. Ob'.
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STAFF MATHEWS
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FRANCISCO NOW HAS

SAN FRANCISCO'S ONLY

SMG

STEPHEN MATTHEWS

COMMUNICATIONS

NEWS, MUSIC, ENTERTAINMENT

CHANNEL 1 • CABLE TV • 24 HRS.

(415) 64 1030

WE WANT YOUR BODIES !!!!!!

FISH TANKS SET UP & SERVICED

Eastmont Pet

WE CARE ABOUT THE THINGS YOU CARE ABOUT

117 EASTON TOWARD

ALL YOUR PET NEEDS

OAKLAND, CA 94606

COME & SEE US

WE CARE ABOUT THE THINGS YOU CARE ABOUT

FINS, FEATHERS & FURRY THINGS

FOR ALL YOUR PET NEEDS
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ACTION NEEDED TO SAVE V.D. CONTROL PROGRAM

Rep. Paul G. Rogers, Chairman of the House Subcommitte on Health and Environment, has submitted an authorization bill H.R. 1485 which would consolidate the preventive health issues of V.D. control with other environmental health issues into one comprehensive preventive health services package. These problems would then be handled primarily by state and local agencies. These programs are dollar-intensive and, for them, this comprehensive preventive health services package will be an effective thrust forward. Not so with V.D. control, which requires, high, constantly changing technology and skilled professional intervention to assure that treatment and prevention measures are uniform and efficiently applied.

While we concede the wisdom of a comprehensive package for preventive health services in general, we believe that control of epidemic sexually transmissible diseases is a unique problem which must be separated from the combined preventive health services bill, urged renewed authorization as a categorical health measure.

We believe it is crucial to national V.D. control that you exercise your network to advocate renewal of V.D. control from the bill as outlined above.

1). Send a mailgram IMMEDIATELY to:

Chairman Rogers:

Rep. Paul G. Rogers, Chairman
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WIN $50 CASH starts Monday March 27th And Every Monday Thereafter at 10:30 pm

PUSH-UP NIGHTS, $5 CASH PRIZE To The Person Who Can

Do The Largest Number Of Legal Push-Ups.

M.C. Mr. Marcus

399 9TH ST.

(AAT HARRISON)

PH. 863-3290
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P E T E R F. SALOON

30 Mason 982-1928

Happy Hour

All Beer & Well

Mon. - Sat. 4 - 7 P.M. 50c

Sun. 12 - 7 P.M. 65c f.r.

WIN $50 CASH

Starts Monday March 27th And Every

Monday Thereafter at 10:30 pm

PUSH-UP NIGHTS, $5 CASH PRIZE

To The Person Who Can

Do The Largest Number Of Legal Push-Ups.

M.C. Mr. Marcus

399 9TH ST.

(AAT HARRISON)

PH. 863-3290
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The Art of Seduction

a two-day and one-night seminar

Resistances and How to Overcome them

Reluctance and How to Handle It

Beating Drums into Stone: How you

Want to Do a Control Test

How to get everyone you want to say ‘yes’

Saturday & Sunday, March 18-19 From 11:00 a.m.


Tickets: $50 per person. Seminar limited to 24 participants.

Phone 415-864-1030 for further information and dates of later seminars.

Seductions

494 Oak St. (at Laguna)

(415) 64 1030
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things in the near and not-

too-distant future.

Bob Hendry and I were down

on Market hitting a

bit of the action and

meeting interesting people.
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THE COUNTER CLUB

Playing: JUSTIN BURBAGE

and the 12 CENTERFOLD MEN from the galaxy Drakula, Kenneth Michael's "Tough Drummer. Plays".

The Counter Club was in the San Francisco Bay Area. The Club featured performances by gay and drag performers, and hosted various events such as drag shows, dance parties, and social gatherings. The Club had a reputation for being a hub of nightlife and counterculture in the region.

---

NOTES

THE COUNTER CLUB

Playing: JUSTIN BURBAGE

and the 12 CENTERFOLD MEN from the galaxy Drakula, Kenneth Michael's "Tough Drummer. Plays".

The Counter Club was in the San Francisco Bay Area. The Club featured performances by gay and drag performers, and hosted various events such as drag shows, dance parties, and social gatherings. The Club had a reputation for being a hub of nightlife and counterculture in the region.

---

DISCO DISC OF INTEREST:

Salsoul Orchestra's "West Side Story (Medley)"

This track is a medley of several songs from "West Side Story," a classic musical composed by Leonard Bernstein andducted by Michel. This version features a notable drum break and energy that keeps listeners engaged. The arrangement is both aggressive and airy at the same time, providing a nostalgic yet modern take on the original work. This recording re-vamped from the LP running 7:38 and totally dominates the disco and radio level, offering a new ground for the music style.

---

LEATHER

Sutro Bathhouse

1015 Folsom, San Francisco

(415) 626-9444

Membership and two admissions (regular price $36.00)

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

Sutro Bathhouse

1015 Folsom, San Francisco

(415) 626-9444

Membership and two admissions

Regular price $36.00

Now only $15 with this coupon

4 p.m. to Midnight Specials

SIM. - Couples 12 of $32.00

MON. - Party Night—men numbers free

TUES. - Gay Men's Night—lockers $3.00

WED. - Wednesday Night Fever—kinky & hairy

THURS. - Menswear & Lonely—3 people—one room—$25.00

FRI. - Hot and Nasty

SAT. - C R O S S E D O U T

Sutro Bathhouse INTERRODUCTORY OFFER

Membership and two admissions

Reg $36.00

Now Only $15 w/this coupon
### Bars

| 1. | OIL CAN HARRY'S | 709 Larkin St | 928-3300 | (F12) |
| 2. | THE GAMBLER | 841 Larkin St | 885-4411 | (F9) |
| 3. | POLK GULLY SALOON | 855 Post St | 771-9737 | (F10) |
| 4. | THE VAGABOND | 800 Larkin St | 926-0261 | (F10) |
| 5. | RED APE | 771-9735 | (F10) |
| 6. | GALLAGHER'S | 939 Geary St | 771-7671 | (F10) |
| 7. | ROBBY OWL | 541 O'Farrell St | 771-9733 | (F10) |
| 8. | RESIDE | 1177 Polk St | 926-0261 | (F10) |

### Shops

| 1. | LEATHERWORLD | 370 Polk St | 994-1111 | (F10) |
| 2. | BUNNY'S | 325 Polk St | 994-1111 | (F10) |

### Theatres

| 1. | MITCHELL BROS. | 1138 Polk St | 939-5000 | (F10) |
| 2. | TATIE & TOTE | 1320 Polk St | 775-0920 | (F10) |
| 3. | APOLLO THEATER | 1570 Polk St | 776-4162 | (F10) |
| 4. | ESPLANADE | 1177 Polk St | 926-0261 | (F10) |

### Hair/Clothes

| 1. | OIL CAN HARRY'S | 709 Larkin St | 928-3300 | (F12) |
| 2. | POLK GULLY SALOON | 855 Post St | 771-9737 | (F10) |
| 3. | THE VAGABOND | 800 Larkin St | 926-0261 | (F10) |
| 4. | RED APE | 771-9735 | (F10) |
| 5. | GALLAGHER'S | 939 Geary St | 771-7671 | (F10) |
| 6. | ROBBY OWL | 541 O'Farrell St | 771-9733 | (F10) |
| 7. | RESIDE | 1177 Polk St | 926-0261 | (F10) |

### Meals/Drinks

| 1. | CASA de CRISTAL | 1172 Post St | 441-7836 | (F15) |
| 2. | CASA de CRISTAL | 1172 Polk St | 441-7878 | (F15) |
| 3. | THE STOPLINE | 455 Larkin St | 771-3135 | (F15) |

### Dining

| 1. | CASA de CRISTAL | 1172 Post St | 441-7836 | (F15) |
| 2. | CASA de CRISTAL | 1172 Polk St | 441-7878 | (F15) |
| 3. | THE STOPLINE | 455 Larkin St | 771-3135 | (F15) |

### Records/Magazines

| 1. | LE SALON | 1178 Polk St | 673-4492 | (F12) |

### Beds/After Hours

| 1. | DAVE'S BATHS | 100 Broadway | 362-6669 | (F15) |

### Gay Directory

| Gay Teacher Coalition | 136 Grove St | (415) 255-0000 | (F10) |
| Advocates for Women | 306 Sutter St | 255-6000 | (F10) |
| Black Gay Coup | 1214 Polk St | (415) 221-7798 | (F10) |
| Native American Gay Center | 1950 Polk St | 776-4162 | (F10) |
| Gay Help Line | 1178 Polk St | 776-4416 | (F10) |
| Gay Center | 1178 Polk St | 776-4416 | (F10) |
| Gay Support Group | 1178 Polk St | 776-4416 | (F10) |
| Gay Life Center | 1178 Polk St | 776-4416 | (F10) |
| Women's Switchboard | 1178 Polk St | 776-4416 | (F10) |
| San Francisco AIDS Foundation | 1178 Polk St | 776-4416 | (F10) |
| -橫 | 1178 Polk St | 776-4416 | (F10) |
| -横 | 1178 Polk St | 776-4416 | (F10) |
| -横 | 1178 Polk St | 776-4416 | (F10) |
| -横 | 1178 Polk St | 776-4416 | (F10) |
| -横 | 1178 Polk St | 776-4416 | (F10) |

### Gay Community Services

| Metropolitan Community Church of San Francisco | 1330 California St | 330 Grove St | 776-2088 | (F10) |
| -横 | 1330 California St | 330 Grove St | 776-2088 | (F10) |
| -横 | 1330 California St | 330 Grove St | 776-2088 | (F10) |
| -横 | 1330 California St | 330 Grove St | 776-2088 | (F10) |
| -横 | 1330 California St | 330 Grove St | 776-2088 | (F10) |
| -横 | 1330 California St | 330 Grove St | 776-2088 | (F10) |
**CASTRO VILLAGE DIRECTORY**

**Bars**
5. THE KENT
7. BEALE CREEK
46. ALFIE'S
27. BEALE HOLLOW

**Shops**
20. GUNS & JEWELS
22. TUFFY'S SPORT SHOP
23. BEALE CREEK
6. E.O.C.C.
24. GRAND CENTRAL
26. OECD
45. JAGUAR BOOK STORE
44. MTP'S SPORT SHOP
65. ACCENT ON PETS
59. CAFE STRAND
66. SUPER PUP
10. ORPHAN ANDY'S
25. ROSENBERG'S DELI
53. BREDWELL MEYER GIFTS
52. SANTORA SUPPLY CO.
45. JAGUAR BOOK STORE
51. BOOT DEN
26. OBELISK
22. GRAND CENTRAL
21. TVFFY'S SPORT SHOP
20. GEMS & JEWELS
44. PAT'S LIQUORS
54. THE OWL CLEANERS & TAILOR
59. COLUMBIA REALTY
65. COLUMBIA REALTY
35. LUOMO
3. DINO's LIQUORS
23. BEALE HOLLOW
27. BEAR HOLLOW

**Sports Shop**

**Castro Village**

**Welcome Home**

**COLUMBIA REALTY**

**BUSINESS DIRECTORY**

**Sports Manlike Conduct by Tuffy**

**SPORTSMANLIKE CONDUCT**

**by Tuffy**

**KALENDAR is making it easier to report on sports by using color weekly. There are so many exciting groups engaged in athletic activities; they all deserve adequate coverage, and KALENDAR's increased publication schedule will help greatly. Let's get some sporting news in———**

**SOCCER**

This Saturday, March 18th, at 5PM, a Colligwood, gay soccer club will conduct its 2nd practical match. Ken Bunch gathered an enthusiastic squad last week, and ran them through a series of training exercises. Each Saturday and Wednesday the USA soccer team will work out. At present the emphasis is on training and fundamentals. Of the road, gay soccer players will field a competitive team. Watch out DDI! Coach Bunch can be reached at the USA clubhouse, 597 Castro, 621-2126.

**Hiking**

The Sierra's are just a bit difficult right now, so our ever creative hiking coordinator, Mike McReynolds has put together a beautiful local schedule. Every Sunday, March 19th, is our Mill Valley to Stinson Beach hike. Briefly, the day begins at the Dipsea Trail to Pantoll and then along the steep Ravine Trail to Stinson Beach. Great hike for Redwoods and open meadows. Rides Available. We leave at 9AM from the USA clubhouse.-footer Restless: Overnight to Mt. Tam. See you there.

**Softball**

The south fork of the American River heads up the list of white-water rafting trips this year. The American, 112 miles of Sacramento, offers a nice blend of easy water and thrilling rapids. We will stop at the Marshall Historic Site. The April 22/23 trip will catch the West Fork of the American. At present the emphasis is on training and fundamentals. Of the road, gay soccer players will field a competitive team. Watch out DDI! Coach Bunch can be reached at the USA clubhouse, 597 Castro, 621-2126.
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The south fork of the American River heads up the list of white-water rafting trips this year. The American, 112 miles of Sacramento, offers a nice blend of easy water and thrilling rapids. We will stop at the Marshall Historic Site. The April 22/23 trip will catch the West Fork of the American. At present the emphasis is on training and fundamentals. Of the road, gay soccer players will field a competitive team. Watch out DDI! Coach Bunch can be reached at the USA clubhouse, 597 Castro, 621-2126.
In a recent article by a reporter with the New York Times, homosexual baiting crusader Anita Bryant herein spoke about the loss of income because of her anti-gay victory(ies).

She touches my heart. So how poor, misguided "middle-aged-to-old" could falter on such hard times. Of course, first off, being a practicing Catholic, and since his holiness, the Pope has not blessed Mrs. Green 'nee Bryant a saint, nor anything like it. So SORRY, ANITA so SORRY, ANITA because she is leading a hard earned cash into the "normal" people have the morals of a goat and the sex habits of a quips of a ape, which cannot be so easily assu­aging and vile. Before the Pope has the aura of moral uplift, also he worked up over the unusual moral uplift, which he should be more familiar with, that of "the right community." (End of extract. Turn to your hymn books.)

Why Wait Until Dark?

Why wait, when at the CLUB a special daytime rate means you can use all the CLUB's facilities at less than the regular rates. With a membership cost of $5, you'll have access to every CLUB Bath across the country, 32 in all. And many meet people from all across the country too, who use the CLUB Bath when they're in town. Take that extra long lunch hour you deserve, or when you're tired out from shopping, or tennis, or when you just want to take a break from it all. From a huge whirlpool bath, a gym with some incredible equipment, a sun deck, and when the sun doesn't shine... suntlamps, also a great snack bar and lounge. And coming soon, a terrific movie theater.

San Francisco's Gay Weekly

In compliance with the boycott of travel to Canada called for by gay men and women of the US as a result of the raid by the Toronto Police on "The Body Politic" Canada's largest Gay Newpaper, and in response to other recent acts of harass­ment of gay people by Canadian Authorities, "Mark Tours", a division of San Francisco has announced plans to abandon a series of ten tours to Canada in 1978. The management of "Mark Tours" stated that cancelling these tours will result in a loss of approximately $350,000 in bookings this year, however, they hope that many of their clients will decide to join one or another of their international tours, such as Japan, Aus­tralia, Tahiti, Hawaii or Mexico. The loss will also be somewhat offset by the increased number of Gay Canadians traveling outside of Canada. Since the oppressive tactics have been in force, "Mark Tours" has had an approximate 30% increase in inquir­ies about their San Francisco tour from Gays in Canada. The manager or "Mark Tours" stated that the oppressive conditions existing in Canada today make it a very undesirable country for gay touring or even individual travel. It is extremely unfortunate, since Canada has always been a most popular destination, not only in summer but year round. The boycott, which had its beginnings in San Francisco has now spread across the United States and is being observed by the major part of the gay community, not to observe this boycott would be kike suicide by any gay travel company for the manager of "Mark Tours".
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GAY TEACHER SPEAKS OUT

A fired gay school teacher spoke out about his case on the stage of the San Francisco Board of Education Thursday morning. James Gaylord was a Tacoma, Washington high school teacher for 13 years, and had a spotless record. When school administrators discovered he was gay, they fired him. Tacoma, unlike San Francisco, has no protection of gay teachers. Gaylord appealed his case, but the State Supreme Court sustained the school board's decision. The United States Supreme Court has refused to review his case. In California, an anti-gay teacher initiative is currently being circulated by gubernatorial candidate James Gaylord will also speak tonight, Friday March 17th, at the MGCAM anti-Briggs Initiative Speak-Out at the First Unitarian church at Geary and Franklin at 7:30p.

BRIGS CASE
Gay people "stuck with nothing to do" can call gay events trap "get themselves unstuck," according to David Bissell, whom will phone service just be- gans its third year of operation. Listeners in the past have learned about the activities of such groups as the cast of Let My People Come, Alice B. Toklas Democratic Club, Bona Vista in concert, and the Women's Collective of the East Bay Gay Community Center.

Free notices are possible for free activities and half-price listings are available to non-profit organizations. Information on these and commercial rates is available at (415) 771-9700.

EVENTS TAP
GET “UNSTUCK” WITH GAY EVENTS TAPE and phone service just began its third year of operation. Listeners in the past have learned about the activities of such groups as the cast of Let My People Come, Alice B. Toklas Democratic Club, Bona Vista in concert, and the Women's Collective of the East Bay Gay Community Center.

Free notices are possible for free activities and half-price listings are available to non-profit organizations. Information on these and commercial rates is available at (415) 771-9700.
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Thursday March 23rd

FOOD ■ FUN ■ LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

PLUS JANE DOE

D.J. DISCO Music
TRIVIA MADNESS BY MIKE GROVE

Senior Students: As key essays due to say: Time once again to return to the kingdom of trivia knowledge. So dig into those memory banks, polish those questions into action...what Arnold Schwarzenegger would call Pumping Iron. Enjoy.

1. Barbara Eden's San Francisco car was what color? — white.
2. Where did Radcliff is entertaining a boorish construction worker, and construction hat? The other has a lot to say romance, sitting inelegantly in levis.
3. "The moment you raised your hand, I fell for you," says him or his cause. This person is more real.
4. "The loom...you raised your hand..." says the person is more real.
5. "The moment you raised your hand, I fell for you," says him or his cause. This person is more real.

The audience is captured marvelously and the acting here is very strong. The play focuses on two women who talk, the other who listens. The frustrated young G walks his anger verbally, as the wise old lifer sits calmly and asks him to listen. The women are largely ignored and treated like objects in this day in 1945 when all the men appear to be wounded.

SAVING LOVE AT FOREST LAWN by Lauren Yerby is performed to the teeth by Carol McKinnney and Catherine Willis. They are superbly funny as two elderly ladies facing death. The hero is very real and quite touching as one woman reveals that she had an affair with her other's husband. The other answers, "Just a small loaf, my muffins, and my friends." This performance is worth the price of admission once. The research shows that every gesture contains an aura of meaning, and they wing waving out of each other's little movement. The audience loved it.

They also liked SCHUBERT'S FINAL SONGS by Julie Bovasso. This satire takes place in an elegant French restaurant in New York.

URGE you to remove VD control funding as a category common to be wounded. The women are largely ignored and treated like objects in this day in 1945 when all the men appear to be wounded.

For all these reasons, I urge you to remove VD control funding as a category common to be wounded.

The women are largely ignored and treated like objects in this day in 1945 when all the men appear to be wounded.

For all these reasons, I urge you to remove VD control funding as a category common to be wounded.
Cont. from Pg. 1

Because her character of Maye Clanning feels inse­cure about her lover, about her job, about herself, is betrayed and still overcomes it all to come out on top and that, is something that everyone gay has or is or will be dealing with all their life, plus that there has always been "the odd one", using nothing but skill, talent, and drive to get herself to the top and keep her crown firmly planted on her head for just as long as she wants to keep it.

Gays admire guts.

Another to win (and win is the right word) the devotion of fans was Lilu Tomlin. Paul Lunde. She treat­ ing, more tolerant, and interesting. She treat­ ing, more tolerant, and interesting. She treat­ ing, more tolerant, and interesting. She.
Four days & nights - March 23-26

Has a song ever brought an image to your mind? The magic of music can bring back images of days gone by.

A flashback of the music & memories of Disco '74 on our anniversary.

FREE in S.F.
25¢ Bay Area
50¢ Elsewhere